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FOREWORD  
Welcome to Edinburgh for the 28th edition of the Association of Researchers in 
Construction Management’s annual conference. This year’s conference promises to 
be one of the biggest yet, and returns to Scotland's capital for the second time, 
having first been hosted by Heriot-Watt University in 2004; and to Scotland for the 
third time after Glasgow in 2000. 
This year’s conference call attracted a huge amount of interest. 329 abstracts were 
submitted in February, which resulted in 181 full papers. This has been further 
reduced to 134 final accepted papers, all of which appear in full in these 
proceedings. This is one of the highest number of papers that an ARCOM 
conference has seen and is testament to the popularity, quality and importance of 
this annual showcase of the best research in international construction 
management research, particularly at a time of financial difficulty for so many 
delegates. It is possibly also a reflection of the popularity of our host city for 2012. 
The Scottish capital needs little to persuade us to visit its mix of Georgian and 
Medieval streets and our location for the conference itself, at the foot of the 
Salisbury Crags and Arthur’s Seat; opposite the Holyrood Parliament and next to 
the Queen’s Park and Holyrood Palace will hopefully inspire enlightened debate! 
In recent years ARCOM, and the ARCOM conference, have grown to become an 
internationally significant institution. The committee has recognised this yet has 
steadfastly refused to attempt to cash in on this popularity; rather we have tried to 
increase the quality of the papers presented. Thus we maintain quite strict 
standards of academic quality and rigour in our review process. This is impossible 
without the efforts of its Scientific Committee and I must pause to hopefully ensure 
all delegates are aware of the key role that these 67 people have played in the 
development and passage of their papers through the review process. It is worth 
pointing out that a total of 1333 separate reviews were conducted in order that the 
proceedings appear as they do.  
The industry we research is, as ever, facing a great deal of challenges. It has been 
very hard hit in Europe by the worldwide financial situation with negative growth 
in the last year in some countries. It is not just construction that has been hit of 
course, and this downturn is seen in the academic and higher education sectors 
also. Frustratingly, many academics are unable to fund and thus fully develop the 
knowledge and understanding in the way they wish to in order to prepare for 
better times to come. Yet we continue to see progression and changes in the make 
up of the research presented at our conference. In particular we continue to see a 
development of understanding of people: the way they behave, the differences in 
cultures, how they might be treated and protected better and how the diversity of 
a workforce can be recognised and treated correctly. This must give us hope for the 
future, that when the world is able to develop its infrastructure and countries that 
have lain idle for so long can be allowed to grow that its workforce will be better 
able to deliver. The papers in these proceedings on equality and diversity; on 
respect for people; on behavioural and cultural differences are a reflection of this 
and one only needs to look at the table of contents of proceedings from the early 
‘00s to see how trends have changed. These themes have become more prominent. 
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In recent years the sustainability agenda has rightly affected the way we approach 
our work and has resulted in a huge increase in research on sustainability theory, 
low carbon construction, environmental assessment and of energy reduction. The 
number of papers on sustainability in this year’s proceedings is the largest by some 
margin in comparison to the other themes. 23 papers have been separated out in 
to two themes:  sustainability theory and design issues as well as research on the 
operation and practice of sustainability implementation. Many works reflect the 
policy and strategic governmental changes to produce low carbon dwellings and 
public buildings. 
This year we see a new theme on Building Information Modelling and while the 
large number of abstracts submitted in this area did not, unfortunately, translate to 
a similar number of accepted final papers, it is clear that there is much work to be 
done to appreciate the benefits – and uses – of this new technology; and to 
educate the breadth of the industry on how to exploit and utilise it. I suspect this 
will be a growing theme for the next few years. 
Papers come from a wide variety of sources. This year, over twenty countries are 
represented with a vast number of papers coming out of PhD and postgraduate 
research. ARCOM is proud to nurture this talent and it is also very gratifying to see 
that a large number of experienced academics number among the registered 
delegates. I am hoping that the long ARCOM tradition of support and 
encouragement of early career researchers continues in the debate and discussion, 
in both lecture room and social arenas of this conference. 
There are eight paper prizes to be awarded this year. Three are ARCOM’s own 
awards, commemorating past chairs and committee members Rod Howes, Paul 
Townsend and David Langford. Five awards are funded by our sponsors: CIOB, RICS 
and publishers Wiley-Blackwell and Taylor & Francis. The late Prof. Dave Langford is 
also remembered by the Second Annual Langford Lecture, this year delivered by 
Aletha Holborough from University of Westminster.  
It goes without saying that a conference of this nature needs a lot of support and 
work behind the scenes and a note of thanks must as always go to the main 
ARCOM committee in addition to the scientific committee mentioned above. 
Particularly thanks to Paul Chan, Ani Raiden and Stephen Gruneberg for managing 
our debate and keynote speaker sessions. I’d like to offer thanks and appreciation 
to Will Hughes for his support and advice on academic, editorial and many other 
issues. And last but not least a sincere nod to our new Conference Secretary, 
Dominic Ahiaga-Dagbui whom most of you will already know from his numerous 
email communications. 
Go forward and enjoy. Engage in debate, make new friends, renew old 
acquaintances, advance and further our field and have a good time doing so! 
Dr Simon D Smith, University of Edinburgh, UK 
ARCOM 2012 Conference Editor 
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